
Illex TN 60 Trigon Vibration bait 6cm 18,5g 
HL Sunfish

Illex

Product number: IL-53445

The TN 60 TRIGON features an oversized teardrop-
shaped tungsten weight on the head section for the 
longest casts and fast sinking.

Weight: 0.0185 kg
29,95 €
26,99 € * 26,99 €

The Illex TN 60 Trigon: revolutionising deep fishing

Master the depths with innovative technology

Experience the next level of fishing with the Illex TN 60 Trigon vibrating lure. This lure redefines the 
lipless crankbait design and offers unrivalled performance in the deepest waters. Discover how the TN 
Trigon excels where other lures reach their limits.

Irresistible attraction for big catches

Once at the bottom of the water, the TN Trigon shows its true strength. It presents itself with an ultra-slow, 
seductive action over sand and stone bottoms, emitting intense vibrations that lure predatory fish out of the 
reserve.

Flexible guidance for maximum variety

Whether you prefer a smooth retrieve or the tried and tested sawtooth technique, the TN Trigon adapts to 
your needs. With its subtle, dark sound profile, it specifically appeals to the instincts of the target fish and 
magically attracts them.

Features of the Illex TN 60 Trigon

Oversized weight on the head: For the longest casts and fast sinking.



Excellent for deep waters: Maintains its effectiveness even when other lures fail.
Unique bottom position: Sits on the bottom and can be plucked ultra slowly, ideal for various 
substrates.
Strong vibrations: Typical of the TN family, perfect for attracting the attention of predators.
Versatile application: Ideal for classic and modern guiding techniques.
Customisable sizes: Available in 38mm and 60mm to suit different fishing conditions.
Target fish specific: Designed for perch, zander, asp and pike.
Quality workmanship: Made in Japan, stands for durability and reliability.
Deep-reaching action: Sinking behaviour, reaches swimming depths of over 2 m.

Let the Illex TN 60 Trigon take you on a new fishing journey where innovation and success go hand in 
hand. Optimise your fishing technique and increase your chances of catching fish with this masterpiece of 
lure development.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

